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What is the relevance of this topic?
Gender psychotherapy is a new direction in
psychological help on the post-soviet territory. It has been
developing mainly under the influence of the feministic
criticism in psychotherapy, assimilating post-modern ideas
and gender theories (Brown, L. (2009); Crawford, M. &
Linden, R. (2013); Evans, K., Kincade, E.A., Seems, S.R.
(2011)).
Gender-referenced landmarks of psychotherapy are
known on the post-soviet territory due to the works by
Malkina-Pykh (2006), Kopytin (2010). Native gender
researches in psychotherapy are represented by T.
Tytarenko and T. Zaichykova.

Research questions
It can be stated that the market of
psychotherapeutic services is being formed quite
spontaneously now. There is no control of
psychotherapeutic services, including the ones in
the gender aspect.
Little is known if the ideas of western
approaches to gender are assimilated into internal
practices and how well psychotherapists are
prepared to provide with a gender focused help.
Our research was aimed to find the answers to
these questions.

Discourse of the psychotherapists in the
Facebook
Above all, we have analyzed some gender focused
discourse of the psychotherapists on their personal pages and
in the open communities of the Facebook where the
information on consulting and psychotherapeutic services by
the psychologists, psychotherapists and coaches in Kyiv,
Kharkiv and Odessa is shared openly. These are such
communities as Self-Development Measures Advertising,
Informational Support for the Psychotherapists, Adverts of
Psychological Events, Psychologists and Psychotherapists
(announcements).
Some gender focused projects were chosen out of the
total content: adverts of psychological events for women,
men and sexual minorities.

Texts aimed at women
It turned out that the bigger part of the
content is aimed at women.
The topics on femininity, attractiveness,
family
roles,
sexuality,
slimming,
family
communication,
male-female
relationships,
psychological outcomes of violence, loneliness and
divorces predominate in the analyzed discourse
aimed at women.
Photo content proves the disproportion and
the bend towards femininity, traditional family
roles, female body glamorizing.
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Forms of work with women
Together with the traditional forms of
psychological work such as psychotherapeutic groups,
individual and crisis consulting are offered nontraditional forms of psychological work such as
female psychological tourism, female spring
marathons, psychological groups in bath-houses, in
the open air, in the so called “places of power” (Bold
Mountain in Kyiv……), psychological tea-ceremonies,
workshops in making talismans and amulets.
They offer everything to attract female clients!
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Texts aimed at men
The texts aimed at men are rare.
They inform of psychological help
on controlling aggression, coping
with crisis, how to become an
ideal lover and offer trainings
which can be generally called
“The Instruments to be a
Success”.

Texts aimed at minorities groups
In the content of the
psychologists
and
psychotherapists open groups
no information was found on
projects for sexual minorities
and people with difficulties
in identifying there gender.

However, the personal
pages of the psychotherapists
in the Facebook are not so
similar. They also contain some
alternative gender discourse:
about freedom and selfidentification
of
women,
illegitimate feelings of men,
how to be in a world that does
not take you. But it is not
simply noticeable in the general
scope of the trivial discourse.
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Sum up the analysis of discourse in
the Facebook
We are convinced that the content of the groups
reflects the social tendencies: the gender asymmetry in the
society and commercializing in psychological practices.
The predominating psychotherapeutic discourse
imposes traditional role standards, inequality and exploits
some needs of men and women. The needs of the sexual
minorities are moved aside, difficulties in gender identification
are ignored.
The interesting thing is that it’s the psychotherapistswomen who are mainly correspondents and form such a trivial
gender discourse in the virtual reality of the groups.

Research of a professional position
certified psychotherapists
Only certified according to the standards of
the European psychotherapeutic associations
psychotherapists took part in the further research
in such directions: gestalt-therapy, cognitivebehavioral therapy, positive psychotherapy,
existential psychotherapy, narrative psychotherapy,
psychodrama and psychoanalysis.
All the surveyed psychotherapists are women
from various regions of Ukraine (Kyiv, Zaporizhia,
Nizhyn, Mykolaiv). Totally 26 psychotherapistswomen took part in the surveys and interviews.

Result of the surveys and interviews
• In general, therapists are informed little about sailing
feminist criticism as for the development of
psychotherapy and they know little about gender and
feminist psychotherapy.
• However, they reveal the nature of gender approach
accurately which "is the development of gender
identity, rethinking gender stereotypes." According to
their point of view, a professional therapist must solve
this problems, regardless of the direction.
• One third of respondents have rather biased attitude to
feminism. Feminism is associated with the loss of
femininity
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•

Most ideally consider psychotherapy outside the
influence of policy, not only the gender policy inequality, but
also gender liberalization. Respondents are critical to
transforming gender into a fashion trend of psychotherapy,
and the field of parapsychologists and adventurers.
•
The theoretical basis of their position as for the gender
is mixed. Interviewees are convinced in the important role of
society in shaping gender. Half of respondents think that it is
not properly to take into account only the social factor,
forgetting about human biology.
•
As for the gender plurality, there is only a quarter of
those respondents who do not accept this point of view.
Many therapists have difficulty in determining the position in
this regard. For some of them this is the area of
contradictions in professional and religious beliefs.
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According to the information supplied by the
psychotherapists about their work with male, female and
sexual minority clients their several types were distinguished:
• Gender indifferent. “There is no difference what my client is as for
his/her sexual identity; I have to give him/her my help effectively
according to the needs. I am a psychotherapist”.
• Gender-sensitive. “I take into consideration the differences between
men and women as for their problems, experience, psychotherapeutic
dynamics, relations. I am a psychotherapist and a woman”.
• Personality-centered. ”I help a person to find himself/herself and
gender identity is one of the aspects in finding one’s own personality.
The uniqueness, the gender one as well, is above everything for me“.
• Depth-focused. “The fact that I am a psychotherapist and a woman
gives me some advantages which I use in my work with transfer and
people having traumatic experience”.
• Gender-focused. “The gender-concept is basic for Self-conception and
the part of all meaningful crises. That is why the gender identity is of
great help in the work with any crisis”.

The major part of the psychotherapists agreed to make topical adverts for the
gender aimed psychotherapeutic groups. In general, the discourse aimed at the clients
was not similar to that one in the social nets, and that’s exactly what was thought before.

• The major part of the therapists view upon
development of gender identity as the most important
task of their practices. Professional psychotherapeutic
discourse is aiming at the personality’s gender selfidentification.
• Trivial gender discourse was mainly supported by the
therapists from the first group: gender indifferent.
• The gender identity of the psychotherapists-woman, if
it is reflexive and integrated into the structure of
professional identity, is very necessary for the dialogue
and effective gender aimed practices. Consequently, it
is very important to promote the development of
gender identity of psychotherapists in conditions of
their education

Thus, we can conclude the following:
• The dominant political discourse of gender inequality is
reflected in the psychotherapeutic discourse of open
virtual communities
• Therapists do not adequately reflect their gender
beliefs. This can be the basis for building unequal
therapeutic relationships.
• The professional discourse of certified psychotherapists
is about the process and results of gender selfdetermination of the individual.

Thank you for attention!

